The substantive changes listed below were made to the original release of *Intergovernmental Issues in Indiana: 2006 IACIR Survey* (February 2007). These changes are reflected in the electronic document now available (May 2007) at IACIR website (iacir.spea.iupui.edu). These changes did not affect any outcomes or conclusions significantly. Response percentages changed no more than three percent in any case.

**Pages 4-6**
Tables 1-3 and Figure 1 corrected.
Numbers and percentages in text changed to reflect the corrections.

**Pages 8-16**
Tables 7-10 and Figures 3-5 corrected.
Numbers and percentages in text changed to reflect these corrections.

**Page 24**
Table 16 corrected.
Numbers and percentages in text changed to reflect these corrections.